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Project Summaries

PROGRAM YEAR 6

PROJECTS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY
LRAUV
Development of Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for
Under-Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards
The Tethys LRAUV platform is a portable system that is deployed by boat or helicopter
and strikes the necessary balance between payload capacity, range, and endurance
to satisfy USCG mission requirements for long range under-ice oil detection. This
platform can be assigned commands and send data via email from a web-based portal,
contains sensors for detecting oil and orienting the LRAUV, and Arctic Communications
buoys intended to dock the Tethys LRAUV under-ice and uplink its data using Iridium
satellite interfacing. In addition to enviromental sensing, LRAUV will also have an
interchangable multi-beam sonar capability.

The Arctic All-Hazards GIS Platform
Existing web-based GIS tools intended for use in the Arctic provide valuable mediums
for visualizing data in a geographic format. However, there is a need to improve
interoperability, usability, and function of platforms critical to the Arctic and maritime
domains. This new tool will meet USCG decision support needs via enhanced data feeds,
user interface, and will be owned and controlled by the U.S. Coast Guard. In order to
elevate the Arctic All-Hazards GIS Platform’s interoperability, usability, and function to a
state-of-the-art status, research will be conducted on how users interact with web-based
GIS tools and how to improve the user experience.

ICECON / ARCTICE
Ice Conditions for the Great Lakes / Ice Conditions for the Arctic

ADAC researchers are developing an ice condition index (ICECON) for the Great Lakes
for USCG operators and lake mariners, which will use available data to forecast ICECON
up to 3 days into the future. By using ice data in conjunction with AIS data to determine
which parameters affect vessel speed, ICECON has the ability to forecast data in realtime
(every 6 hours) and display it on a project website. Transition coordination is now
underway to support U.S. National Ice Center USNIC to project ICECON for Great Lakes
region. The Arctic Ice Condition Index (ARCTICE) will be a high-resolution guidance and
decision support tool for Arctic-bound ships that will provide ice forecasts using
localized aggregate environmental conditions as inputs for an algorithm, and will follow
the same transition appoach as Great Lakes ICECON.

Photo-enhanced toxicity of dispersed and burned crude oil to
Arctic mussels
The goal of this project is to understand which response method (dispersants vs insitu
burning) has a greater effect on Arctic mussel toxicity and whether the extreme
seasonal differences, associated in the Arctic in terms of sunlight cause each response
method to be more toxic in the summer than in the winter. This will be accomplished by
immersing mussels in tanks containing varying concentrations of oil and dispersant,
which will be exposed to varying concentrations of ultraviolet light.
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PROJECTS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY
ASIP

Arctic Summer Internship Program
ADAC leverages the expertise of its Anchorage-based staff and expert Arctic field
researchers at University of Texas El Paso to conduct a meaningful guided seminar to:
facilitate student understanding of the challenges faced by U.S. Coast Guard Arctic
operators, to guide students in understanding research oriented to support the Arctic
operator, and taps the unique experiences of local experts located in Utqiagvik and the
Barrow Arctic Research Center in order to provide students a safe and professional
developmental field research experience.

Mitigating the Damage to Arctic Copepods from Surface Oil Spills:
When to Apply Dispersants
Among the biological components of Arctic marine ecosystems, copepods, or planktonic
organisms, are particularly vulnerable to crude oil pollution. Dispersants are an effective
tool for oil spill control, but research indicates dispersants can also make things worse.
The goal of this project is to test the ability of copepods in an Arctic context to avoid
surface oil spills with and without dispersants.

Oil Spill Modeling for Improved Response to Arctic Maritime
Spills: The Path Forward
The objective of this project is to identify the current state-of-the-art Arctic maritime oil
spill response modeling, potential integration of these models, and specific needs to be
addressed to obtain models that will be functional and effective in the response time
scale to advance the Federal On-Scene Coordinator’s decision making during an incident.
This will be accomplished through an Arctic Maritime Spill Response Modeling workshop
focused on goals to provide a pathway towards a useful oil spill response model that will
inform decision-makers during spills.

Arctic Vessel Monitoring Geofencing/Alert Awareness
Maintaining continuous situational awareness of vessel movements within the U.S. Arctic
is overwhelming due to the sheer volume of AIS data. The Arctic Vessel Geofencing
project seeks to provide end users with enhanced control features that improve on the
original goals of the unclassified Marine Exchange PACTRACS system. Users will have
the ability to define and display geofences and receive electronic alerts via social media,
email, or other electronic mechanisms. A parallel edition is in development to be
published via the Homeland Security Information Network and USCG CG1View.

Marine Induced Polarization Methods for the Detection and Mapping of Oil in an Arctic Marine Oil Spill; Including Investigation of
Oil Within and Under Broken Ice Fields
This research project seeks to validate Marine Induced Polarization (Marine IP) as a
valuable tool in detecting and potentially characterizing contamination of hydrocarbons in
Arctic waters, investigate the potential of Marine IP to detect oil in partial ice formations
as well as under pack ice, and identify preferred deployment mechanisms (such as ROVs
or AUVs) for characterization. This research effort will test and evaluate the performance
of Marine IP which locates and assesses very low percentage polarizable mineral and
particle distributions, such as hydrocarbons, in water and ice, and in sediment.
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RECENTLY TRANSITIONED PROJECTS
Sea Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools
Developing Sea Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational
Awareness and Crisis Response in the Arctic
Improving situational awareness and crisis response are key priorities in reducing
potential risks and vulnerabilities associated with sea ice and environmental-related
hazards in the Arctic. The Sea Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools project created a
prototype decision support tool to improve USCG and other DHS Arctic maritime operator
situational awareness and crisis response in light of meteorological and environmental
marine hazards in the Arctic. In Program Year 6, ADAC is advancing discussions with
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) to utilize the SNL High Frequency Radar at Barrow
Arctic Research Center as a suitable transition destination, with the goal to seek to
establish an operational proof of principal for NOAA/NWS for coastal hazard monitoring.

AIS-PAC
Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly
Changing Arctic
AIS-PAC created products to improve maritime domain awareness and support
decision-making concerning vessel traffic and vessel safety in a rapidly changing Arctic
environment. For example, AIS-PAC can identify marine vessel risk areas, such as those
with outdated bathymetry or insufficient coastal detail for safe passage of vessel traffic.
Methods to reduce execution times required for ahandling and analyzing exceptionally
large collections of Automated Information System (AIS) vessel tracking data were
developed, which enabled the investigating team to develop AIS-derived data products.
AIS-PAC has transitioned and is currently hosted by the Alaska Ocean Observing System.

Arctic Oil Spill Modeling
Characterizing the spread of oil in an Arctic environment in the immediate
aftermath of an oil spill
The Arctic Oil Spill Modeling project created analytical tools to predict the spread of
under-ice oil released in the ocean due to a well blowout, ruptured pipeline, or ship
grounding. The tools are transitioning to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), who will integrate the Arctic OIl Spill Modeling tools with the
General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME). NOAA maintains
GNOME and associated modelers can leverage AOSM to provide the United States
Coast Guard On scene leaders with spill forecasts in the event of an Arctic marine oil
spill.

HIOMAS
High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
HIOMAS is a complete ADAC project transitioned into the hands of Axiom Data Sciences
to publish to 7 day sea ice hindcasts and 30 day forecasts for the Arctic Ocean through
Alaska Ocean Observation System on a bi-weekly basis. HIOMAS is an accurate
highresolution model meant to simulate and predict sea ice and currents in the Arctic
Ocean.
The system is used for near real-time hindcasting and daily to seasonal forecasting of
Arctic Ocean currents, sea ice, and other environmental changes. The research paid
particular attention to the prediction of spatial distribution of ice motion and thickness,
the fraction of thick-ridged or multi-year ice, and the retreat and advance of ice edges.
HIOMAS can provide 2 km pan-Arctic sea ice resolution.
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CBONS-SA
Community-Based Observer Networks for Situational Awareness
CBONS-SA project established a community-based observing network and system
(CBONS) to acquire fine scale, local data on a range of variables critical to USCG
operations. Variables included those associated with environmental change,
subsistence activities/habitats and vessel transits. A systematic and quality assured
CBONS enhances the Coast Guard’s ability to respond to Arctic-related Incidents of
National Significance (Arctic IoNS). CBONS data are useful to enhance the preparedness
of Arctic coastal communities, which can greatly increase the effectiveness of USCG in
the Arctic while potentially reducing costs in the long term. The data was used to
generate community maps consisting of areas critical to culture and subsistence which
will allow the Coast Guard to operate in ways that protect livelihoods and traditional
lifeways. Finally, CBONS data are potentially useful to enhance the precision of data
from other Arctic Observing Networks by placing them in situational contexts.

AIFC HALO Fusion Project
Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC) Holistic Artificial Life Outcomes
(HALO) Fusion Project
This was an AIFC Project excursion leveraging UAA research funding to partner with
National Maritime Intelligence Office (NMIO) and the research team from Pragmatics
Corporation. This team developed an Arctic information fusion prototype based on the
Holistic Artificial Life Outcomes (HALO) computer platform. The information prototype
integrated life vessel data and real-time buoy observations. The environmental data
includes visibility, wave height, and period, pressure, and wind speed. AIFC Project
Lead Arctic Slope Regional Corporation-Federal mission solutions has continued to
further developed AIFC via their own resources. As such, this software application is still
accessible by DHS, USCG, and other DHS First Responders such as FEMA, CBP and ICE.

Identifying, Tracking and Communicated Sea-Ice Hazards in an
Integrated Framework.
This project focused on predicting hazards associated with ice in the ocean such as
entrapment of vessels, structural damage to vessels and infrastructure, and risks to
personnel and assets due to detachment of landfast ice based on real-time ice velocity
from Utqiaġvik (formerly Barrow). Responders need a framework at the local scale
to enhance and inform Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness and emergency response
by identifying, tracking and communicating key environmental hazards in ice covered
extreme maritime environment. As the northernmost point in the North American
mainland, Point Barrow is often the last location along the Alaska coastline to open up
to navigation and therefore represents a potential chokepoint for maritime operations in
the U.S. Arctic. This project also developed an algorithm overlay for radar depiction was
created to present a number of Ice Vectors associated with movement of sea ice.
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Low-Cost Remote Wireless Sensors for Arctic Monitoring Lifecycle
Assessment
The Sensors project developed low-cost sensors for use in remote monitoring, asset
management, surveillance, and security, particularly in Arctic and marine environments.
To this end, the team developed an inexpensive, self-organizing network of devices
that can reliably compute and communicate detected events. The team constructed a
software simulator and hardware proof-of-concept consisting of a 7x7 array of nodes.
The initial target application was to utilize acoustic and electromagnetic signal detectors
to classify human vs. animal traffic in a remote area.

Real-time Storm Surge, Coastal Flooding, and Coastal Erosion
Forecasting for Arctic Alaska
ADAC developed high resolution, nearshore forecasts of storm surge, coastal flooding,
and wave conditions at two regions on Alaska’s west coast (Yukon-Kuskokwim river
delta and Norton Sound). The modeling system was validated using nearshore water
level measurements. Satellite data was also used to assess the model’s ability to
calculate coastal inundation. The completed software is still accessible at the
University of Alaska Anchorage College of Engineering.

Monitoring Intentional and Unintentional Catastrophic Events
Detecting sea ice and oil spills through measurement of the H2O and C isotope
geochemistry in winds
Winds of the maritime environment have been continuously monitored as a means of
detecting sea ice conditions; vessel emissions and oil spills against a natural background
of marine boundary-layer atmospheric chemistry. The primary aim of this project was
to provide ship or vessel captains real-time data of sea ice conditions (open water, light
sea ice, heavy sea ice and total sea ice coverage) displayed at the helm of vessels fitted
with specific detection systems as well as making sea ice conditions estimates available
from shore/platform-based systems. Additionally, a visualization model was developed
to detect unusual petroleum events (possible oil spills) in the marine environment via
windborne carbon isotopes.

SmartCam (Computational Photometer)
The SmartCam project constructed a low-power (less than 10 watts) three channel
camera system, utilizing visible light and long-wave infrared wavelengths. SmartCam
used off-the-shelf optics, and therefore research was based upon software and system
design. The SmartCam can perform real-time image processing on the camera itself
and save these images for either download or uplinking to a computing cloud. The
SmartCam’s image processing can provide passive 3D mapping, fusion of thermal
images with visible light images, and provide low-light and night vision.
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CubeSat
Exploring Enhancements to Arctic Communications and Domain Awareness
using the ASF CubeSat Antenna Farm Experiment (CAFE)
This project is a direct USCG award that partners ADAC with the University of Alaska
Fairbanks’ Alaska Satellite Facility to conduct cube satellite research in support of USCG
Arctic Communications shortfall research via a Mobile CubeSat Command and Control
(MC3) antenna system and radome at the Alaska Satellite Facility. Research increased
USCG knowledge on Arctic communications and viability of Cube satellites to improve
maritime communication in Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.

Integrated Arctic Maritime Education
The goal of this project was to support maritime workforce development by providing
Arctic-specific maritime education courses at the University of Alaska Anchorage Civil
Engineering department for students seeking Ports and Coastal Engineering Graduate
Certificates. The Project PI also initiated work on a monograph detailing challenges of
ports and coastal engineering in Alaska. The short courseware, online graduate courses,
and monograph supported maritime workforce development. The ADAC Fellows program
and the DHS Career Grant Scholars programs, started in February 2016, effectively
accomplished intended goals and outcomes for this project, but under different ADAC
projects.

Arctic Education: Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training
This project created three courses over a three-year period intended to train and
certify (in accordance with U.S. maritime credentials provided to Maine Maritime
Academy) mariner watchstanders for ice navigation and other standards established in
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Polar Code. The first two courses are
variations on Basic Ice Navigation offered at the Maine Maritime Academy, which is
offered as both a semester-long sit-in course and a 40-hour continuing education version
which requires a final exam at a certified Coast Guard testing center. The second course
is Advanced Ice Navigation, which includes both courseware and vessel bridge simulator
software intended for first mates and masters who sail in polar waters.
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